RATS Postprints 2021 – Call for Submissions

Postprint submissions due Oct 1, 2021 at 11:59 PM
Submit by email to RATS Publication Chair Molly McGath at publicationchairrats@gmail.com

1st Required Document: Postprint document - One of two* different format options for postprints: annotated powerpoint or extended abstract

Annotated powerpoint: Submit a powerpoint copy of your presentation with your remarks in the notes section of each slide (as you desire, this may be as given or with updates/addendums). Images on your slides will be watermarked by Publication Chair with "AIC-RATS" to ensure that the images are not usable without attribution. The watermarked version will be sent to you for approval prior to incorporating it into the postprint publication.

Extended abstract: Submit a word document. Your extended abstract will include no more than 1000 words, with up to 2 images and up to 2 tables. All images in your extended abstract will be watermarked by Publication Chair with "AIC-RATS" to prevent unauthorized usage. You may include a references section that is not included in the 1000 word count (the tables are also not included in the word count). The abstract will be formatted for the postprint publication and will be sent to you for approval prior to incorporating it into the postprint publication. (Please attach a jpg of your images for watermarking).

*Submitted abstract: If you do not choose to submit an extended abstract or annotated powerpoint, we will be using your abstract as submitted. If you would like to amend that abstract, you can send the RATS Publication Chair the amended document by Oct 1, 2021, otherwise the abstract will be used as submitted.

2nd Required Document: Author Agreement form - You retain all copyright to the submission and retain all rights to this work. For more information see attached Author Agreement form.

Author Agreement Form: This form will be signed and submitted by the primary author on the due date of the postprint submission.